5 Year

Hand Crafted Adjustable Beds

Guarantee

5 Year

The “Cantona”

Guarantee

The ‘Cantona’ has been
specifically designed with
practicality and comfort in mind.
Each bed is hand constructed
using only the finest quality
timber available, and comes
supported by hardwood skittle
legs, allowing easy storage
beneath the bed.
From the touch of a button the
bed will adjust through infinite
positions from sitting upright to
laying flat.
The tension adjustable slats
provide the finishing touch to
create that luxury feel bed.

Built with purpose

Things to consider

The
BRITISH
brand

Mattresses

Headboards

Multi-massage

Size options
width:

length:

2’3”
2’6”
3’0”
3’6”
4’0”
4’6”
6’6”

Variety of leg heights available

5 Year

The “Bradshaw”

Guarantee

The “Bradshaw” bed is designed for
those that feel the deep base provides
a more aesthetically pleasing
appearance. The twin-locking
castors mean the bed
can be easily moved
into position.
Each bed is hand
constructed using only
the finest quality timber
available.
From the touch of a
button the bed will
adjust through infinite
positions from sitting
upright to laying flat.
The tension adjustable
slats provide the finishing
touch to create that
luxury feel bed.

Crafted from
quality materials
Things to consider

The
BRITISH
brand

Mattresses

Drawers

Headboards

Multi-massage

Size options
width:

length:

2’3”
2’6”
3’0”
3’6”
4’0”
4’6”
6’6”

The “Kyoté”

5 Year
Guarantee

The “Kyoté” bed caters for the
needs of the less abled. The base
design, whilst stylish also allows
the easy access of both hoists
and over-bed tables
Crafted to provide the ultimate
in luxury, this bed has a soft
padded material surround which
rises above the mattress securing
it firmly in position. The fact
that the bed is delivered “flatpacked” means that it can be
installed in even the tightest of
dwellings.
Infinite benefit from being able
to choose and change your
sleeping position and with
tension adjustable slats comfort
is guaranteed.

Easy flat pack delivery
Things to consider

The
BRITISH
brand

Mattresses

Headboards

Multi-massage

Size options
width:

length:

2’3”
2’6”
3’0”
3’6”
4’0”
4’6”
6’6”

5 Year

Duals

Guarantee

The dual double bed entertains
the closeness of a double bed
with the independence of a
single bed. The same great beds,
the same extreme comfort, the
same exquisite luxury, but with
total versatility.
The dual beds can be made up
of any combination of 2’3”; 2’6”
or 3’0” beds

Double the comfort
Things to consider

The
BRITISH
brand

Mattresses

Drawers

Headboards

Multi-massage

Size options
width:

length:

4’6”
5’0”
6’0”
6’6”

Mattresses
One of the essentials to a good nights sleep is a quality mattress that is both comfortable and supporting.
All of these mattress options use only the finest fillings and fabrics

Pocket sprung mattress:
Cotton blend exterior
Hand tufted fillings including
cashmere.
Soft fibre layer for added
comfort.
Hundreds and hundreds of
individual pocketed springs
provide support.
Soft fibre layer for added
comfort.

Pocket memory mattress:

Memory foam mattress:

Cotton blend exterior

Cotton blend exterior
Venteel memory foam layer
moulds to the body shape for
comfort and support.

Memory Extra mattress:
Removable, washable quilted
cover with a cotton blend finish,
with Coolmat™ interlayer.

™

Venteel™ memory
foam layer moulds
to the body shape
for comfort and support

Hand tufted fillings including
cashmere
Hundreds and hundreds of
individual pocketed springs
provide support

Deep layer of Venteel™ memory
foam which perfectly moulds to
the body shape responding to
natural body heat, providing
ultimate support.
Firm foam base provides the
necessary support.

Hand tufted fillings including
cashmere

Firm foam base

Cotton blend exterior

Hand tufted fillings including
cashmere.

Removable, washable quilted
cover with a cotton blend finish,
with Coolmat™ interlayer.

Cotton blend exterior

Cotton blend exterior

The pocket sprung unit is
specially designed with
independently moving springs
which accommodates shifts
in weight distribution, and is
upholstered with deep layers
of quality fillings.
• Firm and supportive
• 8” deep
2’3”, 2’6”, 3’0”, 3’6”, 4’0”, 4’6”, 5’0”

The
BRITISH
brand

The layer of memory foam
over small cushioned pocket
springs provides support whilst
simultaneously moulding to
your body shape.
• Memory foam on
pocket base
• Great support and comfort
• 8.5” deep
2’3”, 2’6”, 3’0”, 3’6”, 4’0”, 4’6”, 5’0”

The original and ever popular
Venteel memory foam layer
above a supportive firm foam
base, giving plenty of support
and comfort.
• Highly popular
• Memory foam layer on
supportive foam base
• 8” deep
2’3”, 2’6”, 3’0”, 3’6”, 4’0”, 4’6”, 5’0”

Waterproof mattress:
Made with a state of the art
waterproof, breathable and
anti‑bacterial cover, this mattress
is available should you need a
liquid proof mattress.

This mattress responds to your
natural body heat and moulds
to your body, giving you all the
support you need.
• Luxury deep layer
memory foam
• 8” deep
• Aloe Vera cover
with Coolmat coating
• Quilted zipped
removable cover
• Soft feel with all
round support
2’3”, 2’6”, 3’0”, 3’6”, 4’0”, 4’6”, 5’0”

Optional Extras
Massage
The multi-massage™ system gently
vibrates over the whole surface of
the mattress, creating a soothing
relaxing effect. Benefits include
tension relief, boosted circulation
and muscle relaxation. The 10 point
system is adjusted by the handset
providing any combination of
wave patterns and active zones.

35 st 35 st

Heavy Duty Beds
All standard single beds have
an 18 stone weight capacity.
There are also increased weight
capacity options, with 26 stone
and 35 stone capacity available.

Headboard

Hi–Low Actions

Padded and upholstered
in the same matching
luxury fabric.

For high-dependency or simply for
the ability to adjust the height of
the bed, go for the hi–low action.

Height Adjustment
A variety of leg options are
available in 2” height increments
varying the height of the bed.

Custom Built Beds
We are bespoke bed specialists.
This means we can literally make
any bed to order. Any height; any
length; any width; any colour.

Drawers
Drawers are available in most
divan beds. Simply specify
whether you want one or two
for single beds or up to four on
double beds

Cot Sides
Designed for the less abled
or those who cannot risk a fall
from the bed.
Specially manufactured brackets
allow easy installation.
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